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Condom, condom,
condom. NOT! Censorship of art upsets student

Three strikes and
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•
Beth Golting's ('93) contro» ^ersial sculpture was removed from
ne Kletz stairwell area last
1
Wednesday, March 4 because some
• seniorstaffmembers in DeWitt were
, getting calls complaining about its
content.
When asked what she thought
' about the removal, Gotting said "I
, was disappointed. I guess I could
foresee that it could happen, but I
didn't really think it would. I think
* that people took it the wrong way."
i
The sculpture consists of three
^ steel poles of varying heights with
plexiglass and wood boxes perched
k
on top of them. Between the layers
.of plexiglass are multi-colored
condoms and Gummy Worms.
"A condom is a regular object
4
now, like a tube of toothpaste or a
, tampon. A condom has a sexual
"onnotation, but that's what it's used
/ xor," said sculpture Professor Bill
* Mayer.
Gotting's sculpture was a
- project for Mayer's Sculpture III
. class. The class has permission to
%
use the stairwell space for tempoc "ary installments.
The students take turns exhibit%.
ing a piece designed specifically for
4
thatspace.It'sput up for two weeks,
i and then taken down for the next

artist to move in. Beth's is the third
installment of this series and the
only one so far to receive complaints.
The sculpture is now found in
the lobby of the De Free Art Center
where it will stand for the remainder
of its two week run.
"I'm surprised that it wasn't
totally censored. It's still being allowed to show somewhere else,"
said Gotting.
This is the statement Gotting
wrote and is displayed in the stairwell where her sculpture originally
stood.
"My installation was originally
installed in this spot—but has been
relocated to the lobby of the De Free
Art Center because of complaints
regarding its content.
"This statement is not intended
to replace my installation, but to
provide a brief explanation of my
thoughts for those who might be
interested.
"My piece is constructed with
wood, metal, plexiglass. Gummy
Worms and assorted colored
condoms. The installation was meant
to be an informational piece which
suggests that today's young people
(Gummy Worms) are experimenting with sex and are placing themselves at high risk for sexually transmitted diseases and AIDS. Safe sex
needs to be a high priority among
those who are sexually active; thus.

the condoms. The overall structure
of the piece resembles a birdfeeder—suggesting food for the
mind.
"I appreciate the fact that each
person who views a piece of art can
interpret it in his^er own way, depending on the viewer's station and
experience in life. I value this freedom of each person to draw his/her
own conclusions. It was not my intention to offend anyone, or to create controversy, but rather to promote reflection on one of the most
important health issues of our time."
Beth Gotting"
Along with this statement,
there's a picture of the piece as it's
displayed in De Pree and a podium
holding copies of this statement for
people to take and a small notebook
for people to comment on the piece
and its removal.
The comments in the notebook
vary from supportive to critical.
Some people feel that the sculpture
is offensive and are glad to see that
it was removed. There was a reference to the piece as being "antiGod" and another which thought
that condoms shouldn't be seen in
public.
These criticisms were few
compared to the many entries supporting Gotting's sculpture. Many
of these reflected the thought that
Hope is a repressive school where a

»%
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treated in the nineteenth century,
the audience learned a valuable and
unique history lesson.
Truth was beaten when she was
A woman by the name of a slave. She was forced to witness
Daisy Thomas-Quinney gave a the murder of the man she loved and
presentation of the life of Sojourner was made to marry a man she did not
Truth in Dimnent Memorial love.
Chapel to a crowd of about 100
She watched her four daughters
students, faculty and community be sold as slaves. Her son was stolen
members, Friday, March 6.
from her.
Billed as "an inspiring draShe technically became free in
matization featuring storytelling 1827, when slaves in New York
and gospel singing," Thomas- were granted their freedom, but her
Quinney certainly delivered all that master made her stay another year.
she promised. The evening started
Finally, she and her son left and
with her climbing up the steps sought refuge with a family of
onto the stage, singing "Nobody Quakers.
knows the trouble I've seen...M
Truth survived the hardships
Dressed in a dark coat, hat, placed before her. Through her inscarf and carrying an old carpet- credible internal strength, she overbag, Thomas-Quinney conversed came several obstacles to become a
with the audience as if they were free woman who spoke out against
old friends.
^
the horrors of slavery. She was also
The audience paid rapt atten- active in early women*s rights
tion as Thomas-Quinney told of demonstrations.
-Truth's life as a slave. Since Truth's
Thomas-Quinney spoke in the
life was pretty much representa- African-American dialect. While it
tive of the way that slaves were may have been difficult for some

D
*

C O N D O M ' S LAST S T A N D . The controversial
sculpture before it w a s r e m o v e d from DeWitt.
person isn't really free to express
themselves. There are many references to closed-mindedness and
censorship.
Gotting said, "I was impressed
with what a lot of people said. It's

—

Historical character recreated at Hope
by Erika Bmbaker
features editor

Photo by Rich Blair

nice to know that there are people
who support what I'm doing.
"The role of the artist is to make
us see things differently and I think
Beth did that," said Mayer.

(See letter to the editor, pg. 4)
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members of the audience to understand at first, it added to the
feeling of authenticity that the
presentation produced.
Kirsten Strand ('92) commented, "I thought that Daisy's
message was much more effective
in the forum that she chose to
express it. It reminded me of the
slave narratives that we read in
African-American Literature. It
was much more personal than a
lecture-type approach, which I
appreciated."
Truth is known as an abolitionist, and the presentation accurately reflected her anti-slavery
messages. She was apparently a
deeply religious woman, since the
presentation consisted of several
religious messages as well.
The presentation came at the
close of a busy Women's Week. It
was sponsored by the Women's
Issues Organization with cosponsors the chaplain's office.
Black Coalition, Multi-Cultural
Life, Special Programs, and the
Cultural Affairs Committee.

i n v o l v e s working with administration on a regular basis.
The vice president is in charge
The election process for a new of sending notices to congress repStudent Congress president, vice resentatives regarding meeting times
president and comptroller for next and topics to be discussed. In addiyear is to begin shortly after spring tion, they are in charge of attenbreak.
dance records and maintaining arAny interested students can pick chives.
up a petition at the Student ConThe comptroller is the chief figress office, located in Dewitt, on nancial officer which is also the
March 25. The number of signatures leader of the Appropriations Cornneeded depend on the position a mittee, which organizes the distristudent is mnning for. Petitions are bution of funds for different organidue Tuesday, April 7.
zations. This position involves disAccording to Holly Moore tributing the student activity fees to
('93), current Student Congress Vice the various student organizations.
President, "Student Congress is the
There are no requirements to
voice of the students. It is an organi- run for these positions. Moore dezation that takes student concerns to scribes a good candidate as "hard
heart, discusses them, and presents working, visionary, organized and
them to the administration."
determined."
She continued, 'The fact that
InadditiontoStudentCongress
we deal with the student activity fee meeting every week, all members
is an important aspect at Student are placed on student governance
Congress because the money be- boards with administration and faclongs to all of the students in the ulty.
hopes of improving the college
Moore, in describing the comcommunity."
mitment to Student Congress reThe role of the president in- marked, ^Although it does take
volves being a key person in setting a good amount of time, if you are
the agenda and running the weekly
meetings of Student Congress. This
See ELECTIONS page 8
Suzi Grekar
staff writer
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House passes 24-hour waiting period, Right to Life opposes
LANSING, Mich. (AP) . A
handful of anti-abortion lawmakers
sided with pro-choice House colleagues Thursday, passing a bill
requiring a 24-hour wait after
pregnant women are given data on
abortion, but no pictures.
The version that passed is considered a blow to Right to Life of
Michigan, the anti-abortion group
that usually has a firm hold on both
the Senate and the House.
The bill's sponsor. Sen. Jack
Welbom, R-Kalamazoo, said he
would recommend the Senate reject
it and put it in a House-Senate conference committee.
"Over and over again women
who have had abortions say 'Do not
take the pictures out of the bill,"'
said the group's president, Barbara
Listing. 'These women say they
were never given this information.
They were told it (the fetus) was
simply a glob of tissue."
Listing said the lawmakers who

arc endorsed by her group but voted the doctor-patient relationship."
for the bill should expect calls
from
Pro-choice lawmakers didn't
constituents.
want the bill at all because of the
One of them. Rep. James requirement that women can't be
Kosteva, D-Canton, said he voted granted abortions until at least 24
for it because he believes it is a hours after they've been given inreasonable compromise.
formation about possible risks and
"It requires medical informa- alternatives to the pregnancy-ending
tion be provided, it requires informed procedure.
consent on the part of the individual
But they were pleased with the
up until the time of the operation, bill passed Thursday because it takes
and it requires a 24-hour period of out the requirement that women be
time where individuals can reflect given magnified photographs of
on the consequences of the opera- fetuses about the same age as the
tion," Kosteva said. "I'm still a pro- ones they are carrying.
life legislator. That's who I am."
Instead, pregnant women would
Another anti-abortion law- be given a pamphlet written by the
maker said he voted for it because American College of Obstetricians
he believes Right to Life's version and Gynecologists.
was a scare tactic.
"What happened here today was
"This bill has nothing to do this House said Right to Life has
with abortion. The purpose of this gone too far. This is an issue where
bill is to punish some unfortunate a woman and a doctor deserve priteen-ager that got pregnant," said vacy," said Rep. Maxine Berman,
Rep. John Bennett, D-Redford. "In D-Southfield and an outspoken proaddition to that it's an intrusion on choice lawmaker.

Palestinian Plan: Elections,
government free of Israeli control
JERUSALEM (AP) The Palestinian delegation at the Mideast
peace talks is proposing that the
occupied territories be governed
by an elected legislature. The plan
has run into a long list of Israeli
objections.
A copy of the plan obtained
Thursday outlines how Palestinians would govern themselves
until the final status of the occupied territories is negotiated.
Palestinians see self-mle as
leading to statehood, which Israel
rejects.
Eliakim Rubinstein, Israel's
chief negotiator, said Wednesday
the Palestinian proposal was "a
plan for a Palestinian state in all
but name."
The proposal calls for elections in September for a 180member Palestinian legislative
assembly. Israel also has proposed
elections for Palestinian representatives, but the proposals have
little else in common.
The Palestinian plan calls for
Israeli troops to withdraw from
Arab population centers in occupied territories and for international observers toensurefreeand
fair elections.

Once the interim legislature is elected, the Palestinians
want Israeli troops withdrawn altogether to predetermined security areas.
Israel, in its self-rule plan
presented at the talks in Washington, made no mention of withdrawing troops during interim
self-rule, let alone during elections. It has rejected outside election observers, arguing Israel itself can ensure a fair vote for the
1.7 million Palestinians under
occupation.
The Palestinians also want
the right to vote extended not
only to the West Bank and Gaza
but to east Jerusalem and the
Golan Heights.
Israel's proposal excludes
the 140,000 Arabs of east Jerusalem, arguing this wouldchallenge
Israel'sclaim to sovereignty over
the city's traditional Arab sector.
Since Israel has annexed both
east Jerusalem and the Golan, it
can be expected to make the same
argument about the heights captured from Syria.
Neither annexation has been
recognized by the international
community.

Rep. Michael Griffin, D-Jack- *
of fetuses that are not life-size and son and a leading abortion opponent
are only meant to cause anguish and in the House, said he thought
photograph issue killed the bill.
hysteria.
"But the 24 hours is a good,
"What the House has said is
they don't want to be voyeurs in the idea. These people shouldn'tbe able
to walk in off the street, they've *
process.
"I've always said, a good com- never been to the office before, they
promise is where everybody walks don't know the doctor, and have i t ;
done," Griffin said. "It makes it a
away equally unhappy."
After the unusual twist of events real cheap, cold process."
Despite the at least temporary
that ended with most anti-abortion
lawmakers voting against what is victory for pro-choice legislators,
intended to be an anti-abortion bill, the bill probably will end up chalthe House approved the bill 55-49 lenged in court anyway.
"No other medical procedure
and returned it to the Senate.
A similar version fell short by gets that kind of treatment," said
only one vote in the 38-member Howard Simon, executive director
of the American Civil Liberties
Senate.
Welbom said the photographs Union.
A similar law in Pennsylvania -J
are extremely important to him and
should stay in the bill. He also said is pending before the U.S. Supreme,
the ACOG pamphlet is biased to- Court. But Simon said this bill, if it
ward the pro-choice side because it becomes law, should be challenged
refers to the fetus at some points as in state courts as a violation of
Michigan's Constitution.
"uterine contents."
" W e ' v e spared women pictures

Syria says Israel can have
peace for total withdrawal
WASHINGTON (AP) Syria's
chief negotiator at the Mideast peace
talks said Friday Israel could have
peace with the Arabs if it made a
commitment to give up all the land
it captured in the 1967 Six-Day War.
"We want to end the conflict
with Israel," Muwaffak Allaf told
reporters.
He said the two sides had reversed positions over the years. Israel, the retired ambassador said,
used to complain the Arabs were
always saying "no."
But now, Allaf said, Israel came
to negotiations here not to make
peace but "to explain why we are
enemies."
The negotiations recessed on
Wednesday without agreement on
where or when to meet next Israeli
Ambassador Zalman Shoval, at a
separate news conference, said his
government hoped one or two rounds
could be held before the Israeli
elections in June.
Shoval also said the Palestinians had hardened their stand on
self-rule possibly because the Bush
administration had not approved
guarantees for $10 billion in housing loans for Israel and sharply opposed West Bank settlements.

"There must be a reason why
they start up every meeting with the
subject of settlements," Shoval said.
He added: "If the Arabs ever
believe that Israel is not fully supported policy-wise, beyond this or
that misunderstanding, by America
the will for peace among the Arabs
will weaken."
But, Shoval said, U.S. relations
with Israel were strong and stable.
He also praised Secretary of State
James A. Baker III for getting ArabIsraeli peace talks started. "He's
entitled to immense credit."
Israel first asked the Bush
administration to guarantee the bank
loans a year ago. Having the U.S.
government as a cosigner would get
easy terms for Israel from commercial banks.
Baker has held up action, saying Israel should cease new settlements and that whatever it spends
on settlements ought to be deducted
from the loans.
"We are very worried about this
delay," Shoval said.
Israel would use the money to
absoib Jewish refugees from the
former Soviet Union, Ethiopia and
elsewhere. Some 400,000 Soviet
Jews have been taken in over two

years and up to 600,000 more are , |
expected to go there out of fear of;
anti-Semitism and in search of a better life.
1
Syrian negotiator Allaf, mean-^
while, said the Arabs would grants
"mutual recognition" to Israel, es-'j
tablish economic ties and make se-1
curity arrangements provided Is-'
rael withdrew totallyfromthe Golan
Heights and other lands captured in \
1967.
Israel, in exchange for peace ^
with Egypt, gave up the Sinai. It is i
holding onto the West Bank a n d '
Gaza, as well as the Golan Heights,'
and East Jerusalem was made part ^
of Israel's capital after Jordanian"
troops were ousted during the war.
Allaf ruled out separate agreements with individual Arab coun-"*
tries. He also rejected holding peace
talks in the Middle East, as Israel
prefers.
"You cannot have useful peace
talks under the weight of occupation," the Syrian said, referring ttw
sessions in the region.
However, he said Syria had no ^
objections to moving the talks out o f ' ,
Washington, where three rounds^
were held, "but only when we can I
sense some prowess."
V J

!

Holocaust survivor addresses school where boy gave Hitler speech
THOUSAND OAKS, CA. (AP)
An Auschwitz survivor was sent to
give youngsters a lesson about the
Holocaust after afifth-graderput on
a swastika and mustache and delivered a speech portraying Hitler as a
victim of mistreatment by Jews.
After the boy's address, which
won a prize in an oratory contest,
school district officials limited students to speeches about historical
figures who have had a positive influence. That drew protests from
teachers who said the policy "sugarcoats" history.
Meanwhile, Jewish leaders said
they fear the speech spotlights a
growing indifference to the death of
6 million Jews at the hands of the
Nazis. •

On Wednesday, the Los Ange- bioughtforonereason_to be killed."
les-basd Simon Wiesenthal Cento1
Firestone said she told the stufor Holocaust studies arranged for dents how her younger sister cried
an appearance at Westlake Elemen- when they were separated from their
tary School by Renee Firestone, a parents. She recalled that when she
survivor of the Auschwitz death asked a guard when they would be
camp.
reunited, he pointed to smoke
Firestone showed pupils the emerging from a crematorium
yellow star she was forced to wear chimney and said, "There are your
by the Nazis to identify herself as a parents."
Jew and the number her captors
After the speech, children said
tattooed on her forearm at the talk cleared up many of their
Auschwitz. The session was closed questions.
to reporters.
"I think it was good," said 11"I told them Auschwitz was not year-old Tracy Stone. "It explained
just a concentration camp," the 66- a lot of things about the Holocaust,
year-old woman said later. "This about how many people died."
was a place which the German
The controversy began when
government referred to as a de- officials at Westlake Elementary in
struction camp, where people were Thousand Oaks, about 25 miles

northwest of Los Angeles, awarded
a second-place prize to a boy in the
school's annual oratory contest Feb.
24.
Students were assigned to select
a historical figure and give a chronology of his or her life, with the
focus on speaking skills rather than
content, said fifth-grade teacher
Susan Boyce.
The unidentified boy, who wore
a swastika armband and fake mustache, said Jews had mistreated
Hitler when he was a youth. The
speech acknowledged Hitler's responsibility for millions of deaths
but didn't mention his program of
genocide against the Jews.
Michele Newman, a judge in
the competition, said the speech did

i

not praise Hitler. "Absolutely, it was'
not a sympathetic portrayal," she,
said.
Rabbi Abraham Cooper of the
Wiesenthal Center said historians'
have documented that Hitler's^
mother was treated unsuccessfully"
for breast cancer by a Jewish doctorand that Jews sat on the admissions'
board of the Vienna art academy
where he was rejected.
However, Cooper noted that
Hider denied in his autobiography,
"Mein Kampf," that his anti-Semitic'
views stemmed from personal
perience.
William Seaver, superintendent
of Conejo Valley Unified School

See HOLOCAUST page 8,
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Harvey Blankespoor featured
on Schuller's "Hour of Power"
Holland — Dr. Harvey
Blankespoor, a professor of biology at Hope College and the 1991
national Ptofessorof the Year, was
featured on the internationallytelevised Hour of Power with Dr.
Robert Schulleron Sunday, March
8.

Among stations carrying the
program are WKBD, Channel 50,
of Detroit at 7 a.m.; WWMT,
Channel 3, of Kalamazoo at 7:30
a.m.; WON, Channel 9, of Chicago, at 7:30 a.m. (EST); and
WZZM, Channel 13, of Grand
Rapids at 10 a m .
Hour of Power is broadcasted from the weekly worship
services at the Crystal Cathedral
in Garden Grove, CA. According
to the November 1990, Arbitron
R a t i n g s , / / ^ ofPower is the mostwatched religious program in
America, reaching more households than any regularly televised
religious program. The show is

viewed throughout the world, including a growing number of
Eastern European countries.
Schuller is a 1947 graduate of
Hope College, and is an ordained
pastor of the Reformed Church in
America. His church. Garden
Grove Community Church, is a
congregation of the Reformed
Church in America, the college's
parent denomination.
Blankespoor, the Frederich
Garrett and Helem Floor Dekker
Professor of Biology at Hope, was
named the 1991 national Professor
of the Year in September by The
Council for Advancement and
Support of Education (CASE) and
The Carnegie for Advancement of
Teaching.
Other honors that have accompanied the award include his
being invited to present a lecture at
the Smithsonian Institution's National Zoological Park in October
and two visits to the White House.

Donations bear gifts for seniors
by Cynthia Tanty
campus editor

Environmental Issues Group
presents Earth Awareness Week
—
p. m .

by Cynthia Tanty
campus editor
The Environmental Issues
Group (EIG) will present Earth
Awareness Week featuring Earth
Fair, an Earth concert and various
speakers during the first week of
April.
Some of the booths to be ineluded in Earth Fair are: the Wetlands, pesticides. Amnesty International letter writing campaign, adoptan-animal, the rain forest, and
Hope's Recycling Program. Look
for these booths on Thursday, April
2 in the DeWitt Lobby until 4:30

Commented Cara Sonnemann
('93), "If you are interested in participating, you don't have to be part
of a group; please call me.... The
more people we have participating,
the more successful it will be. The
more booths there are, the more we
can educate people." If interested,
contact Sonnemann at x6464.
For a Sunday study break,
people can check out a few of the
bands scheduled to play in the Pine
Grove (weather permitting), or the
Kletz if it rains. TTie Voice, Erik and
Charlie (Pholk Lizards) and the Jazz
Ensemble are a few of the bands
planningtomakeappearances.They

urill
PinA firrv
will rtloir
play in
in thA
the Pine
Grove on Sunday, April 5 from 3:00 p.m. until
midnight
On Thursday, April 9, EIG has
invited Dr. Leon Halloran to speak.
Halloran works for the Nature Conservancy in Illinois. Halloran's topic
deals mostly with ecosystems and
the prairie.
Said Halloran, "There's a
movement...started in the midwest
that recognizes man is not separate
from nature. Man s a part of it and
always has been.
Halloran will also show slides
of Bluff Spring Fen in Illinois. His
lecture will occur at ll:00a.m.,room
to be announced.

Musical Showcase a successful extravaganza
by Cynthia Keip
staff writer
All of Hope's major musical
groups and a number of soloists and
ensembles performed at Devos Hall
in Grand Rapids on Monday in this
year's Musical Showcase.
Students were excited about the
performance. Mindy Wroblewski
('94) said 44I am looking forward to
it. ...It should be a good show."
Students who have participated
in the Musical Showcase before, for
the most part, remained calm before
the performance.
A member of the College Chorus, Scott Runyon ('93), said 44We
know the music so there's not that
much tension. I expect the evening
to go well."
Matt Kline ('94) who sang in
the Chapel Choir and the Collegium
and played a piano solo anticipated
the performance."I'm excited about
it and looking forward to singing

Quite a surprise awaited some
of Hope's seniors on March 1. This
was the day of the senior party during which raffle tickets were drawn
and prizes awarded.
Jason Garringer ('92) was
probably one of the most surprised.
He heard his name announced as the
grand prize winner. Yes, he won the
cruise.
When asked what he is going to
Photo by Rich Blair
do with the cruise, Garringer reKristy Arthurs w a s a
plied, "I am giving it to my parents.
w i n n e r at the senior party.
It's not like I don't want to go on it,
but it would be selfish to go on it
when they put me through school sion," said Garringer.
Kristy Arthurs ('92) is another
and are going to help me through
Talk Radio by Eric Bogosian
grad school. I think it's only fair winner. "I won two free movie
since they've helped me out for four passes and a $40 gift certificate to will be presented on the DeWitt
Center main stage March 27 and 28.
years. Plus, it was my parents' de- the Sandpiper," she said.
Every once in a while a play
Arthurs is yet undecided about
posit money."
Garringer said, ^Of course I what she'll do after graduation., al- comes along which is funny/moving,
was surprised. I thought if I was though she said she will "work in simple/metaphorical, off-beat/outgoing to win anything it would be Detroit for the summer and go on a rageous and totally entrancing. Talk
two week vacation to Arizona to Radio is a fine example of this allthe free hour of bowling."
but-extinct genre. It had a long, and
He says his parents were celebrate my graduation."
Winner of one of the airline much-acclaimed, run at New York
"elated. They couldn't believe it.
They're leaning towards going to tickets is Joe Miklosi ('92). He plans City's famed Public Theatre, starAlaska. They've talked about going to "fly to California over Spring ring Bogasian himself as Barry
vacation. And after graduation I Champlain.
on a cruise for a long time.44
Hope's production is the project
After graduation, Garringer hope to work in Lansing or Washington D.C. for a congressperson. I of Scott R. Mellema ('92), whose
plans to attend medical school.
"I've been accepted to a couple am in Washington D.C. now, so I portrayal of Barry Champlain is his
places. I'm waiting to hear from a am leaning towards that town," said
few more and then I'll make a deci- Miklosi.

and playing. Being here a second
year I'm not really nervous. ...It just
all comes in stride."
A good deal of effort and time
went into preparing for this program.
After working on the pieces for a
good deal of the semester, participants got together Sunday night for
a rehearsal to see how everything
would fit together. Then Monday
afternoon, the students left by bus
and van to Devos.
Beth Hartman ('94), a member
of both the Collegium and College
Chorus, said "I know what's going
on now that I'm a second year student but I'm still excited. It will be
different from last year."
Lisa Zoetewey ('94) was able
to listen to the first half of the program before performing with the
orchestra in the second half. She
said, "It is neat to see and to be able
to hear the different groups and soloists."
A member of the Chapel Choir,
Doug Bazuin ('93), said''It's cool to

listen to what each group has to
offer in the music department and to
hear what everyone's doing."
Students, faculty, families and
friends, totalling over 1050, up from
625 last year, filled the orchestra
and mezzanine areas of Devos Hall.
They were stirred and even prompted
to participate in keeping time by
clapping in "Saint's Hallelujah"
played by the Brass Quintet.
A member of the audience,
Kama Jongerius, Resident Director
of VanVleck said, "I enjoyed the
variety and quality of the talent."
The musical groups included
the Percussion Ensemble, Collegium
Musicum, Jazz Ensemble, College
Chorus, Opera Workshop, Wind
Ensemble, Woodwind Quintet,
Chapel Choir, Brass Quintet, Creative Arts Collective, and Orchestra.
Soloists were Stephanie Smith,
Laura Thompson, Cynthia Kortman,
Allison Goins, Anne Brouwer,
Jeffery Christensen, Katherine
Grace, and Matthew Kline.

Off-beat student play entertains and amuses
Carl Haan ('95), Dan McMillan
independent study in acting.
The New York Times said of ('94), Sara Murphy ('95) and
the play, "Imagine Lenny Bruce at Heather Bates ('92).
Robert Wertheimer ('92) is
the height of his notoriety becoming
a popular talk show host, and you lighting the production, Mark
may begin to have an idea of the Dittmar ('95) is coordinating the
whiplash intensity and black, hard- intricate sound techniques, Julie
Phillipps ('94) is costume coordinaedged cynicism of Talk Radio."
It is not, however, a one-man tor, and Glenn Brown ('94) is makeshow. In addition to Mellema, the up and hair supervisor.
Cindy Alberg is stage manager,
cast includes Chris de Haan ('94),
Stewart Leniger ('93), Cory Wil- assisted by Sara Murphy. The play
liams, Leslie Csokasy ('95), Dan is directed by B J . Berghorst, director
Hermance ('95), Rasa Hollender of audience development for HSRT.
('94), Beth Carroll ('95), Duane Admission for the Friday and SaturBaldwin ('94), Lynn Montgomery, day shows is $2, payable at the door.

Campus Briefs

Eco-Olympics promotes energy awareness
EIG challenges Hope students to save energy
sumption for every residence hall
and cottage as of March of 1991.
These records are available for inspection through Dr. Hemenway in
All students have a chance to the English department upon request.
The committee will be looking
make the world a better place to live
during March since this is the month at the March 1992billsforelectricity,
water and heat, and comparing
of the Eco-Olympics.
The Hope College Environ- them to each residence hall's and
mental Issues Group is sponsoring cottage's 1991 total. A winner will
this first annual Eco-Olympics. The then be determined on the basis of
event is an attempt to heighten percentage of reduction from last
awareness on campus about energy year to this year.
Said Kirsten Strand ('92),
consumption and to foster more enmember of the Olympic committee,
vironmentally responsible living.
The Olympic committee, with, "People have gone to Dr. Hemenway
the help and cooperation of the to find out their totals. So, people
business office and the physical are concerned."
Students can participate by doplant, has been working hard to
gather dala concerning energy con- ing any and all of the following:

by Cynthia Tanty
campus editor

taking shorter showers; turning off
the faucet while brushing teeth;
turning off lights, TVs, radios and
stereos when leaving a room, using
appliances judiciously and turning
them off when not in use, recycling
by using the residence hall recycling
containers or curbside recycling,
taking all other recyclable items to
the recycling center between DePree
and Dow, and implementing any
other ideas they can to reduce consumption of energy and water.
A prize of $ 150 will be awarded
to the winning residence hall and
$75 will be awarded to the winning
cottage. Said Dr. Hemenway, 4 The
prize will be like a gift certificate
that the [winner] could choose what
[they'd] like."
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VIEWPOINT
Letters to the editors

Condoms are
a fact of life
A subtle form of censorship is
taking place at Hope College. On
the morning of Wednesday, March
4, a sculpture was installed in the
stairwell on the west side of the
DeWitt Center. Within a matter of
hours, the artist was told by Hope
college administrators to take down
the sculpture.
What work of art could be so
horrible, so potentially harmful to
this school, that college officials
would need to remove the work from
the grounds of the DeWitt Center?
The sculpture looked a lot like
a group of three bird-feeders.
Nothing bad so far. There were
"Gummy Worms" involved. Might
they decay? No, far too many preservatives. Not that Was it too colorful? They let those big paintings
in the Kletz stay up, so it couldn't be
that Were they loo absurd or surreal?
No one has suggested that the Holland windmill be taken down or that
a certain festival in praise of a certain spring flower be halted for more
rational purposes. Something else.
Condoms were used in sculpture.
Condoms? Those things that look
like balloons? Those things everyone jokes about? Couldn't be that.
Could it?
Yeparoo.
Because of the use of condoms
in the sculpture, the sculpture was
taken down. If you go to the west
stairwell in the CteWitt Center you' 11
see only an artist's statement. No
art. The artist notes that "each person who views a piece of art can
interpret it in his/her own way," but
those who read that statement are in
no position to even view the piece of
art. If you want to see the sculpture,
you have to go to the DePree Art
Center. But maybe that's best after

all., .keep the troublesome stuff away
from the regular people, the people
who might be offended, the people
who might be moved to think or
contemplate for awhile. Give it to
the artists who are beyond Hope.
The sculpture simply didn't fit in the
DeWitt Center and, hey, what is art
anyway besides simple decoration?
If it doesn't fit the atmosphere, you
take it down. Right?
No! No! No! This is where the
officials responsible for this act of
censorship are wrong. If you don't
like the sculpture, then begin an
anti-condom campaign or wrap up
the area around the sculpture with
toilet paper that reads "CONDOMS
ARE NAUGHTY CONDOMS
ARE NAUGHTY CONDOMS
ARE NAUGHTY," but iQRl take
the work down quietly as if there
was nothing there to deal with, as if
there might not be any Hope students
who would mind, as if you're not
doing anything that might contradict
the "liberal" of "liberal arts."
In her statement, the artist notes
that she doesn't want to "create
controversy" and so maybe the best
thing to do (for once) is to respect
the intentions of the creator. For
now, you, the studentat Hope, should
know that Dad said it wasn't quite
time to have that talk. Mom got
embarrassed. Even though you're
at least 17, they're still trying to
keep you from reality. But maybe
you've seen a condom before, or
maybe you've used one, or maybe
you're just one of the mature young
people which Hope boasts about
having, and you say, "Come on.
Condoms are a fact of life." Then
it's time to tell Mom and Dad to
grow up.
Mike Theune
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Former editor criticizes
anchor's judgement
Dear editor.
As a former anchor editor, I
would like to comment on some
topics from the last few issues of the
college newspaper.
The anchor's policy of not
printing unsigned letters is one that
goes back several years. However, I
do not remember printing anonymous letters just because the author
wanted to remain unnamed. There
has to be a legitimate reason... not
just so the writer can take shots at
the college community without
some sense of responsibility. 1 do
not understand how the anchor could
have published an anonymous letter
regarding the pledging/Fantasia
controversy a couple of weeks ago.
By notpubUshing the writer's name,
you have allowed her (or perhaps
him) to question long-standing traditions without the benefit of experience or credibility.
On the subject of credibility,
the anchor should not let staff
members write articles where there
is a definite conflict of interest. Cal
Hodgson is a fine sports editor. But,
Idonot think he should write articles
about the men's tennis team because
he is a member of that team. Last
week he wrote, "...Cal Hodgson
('92) and Todd Jungling ('93) were
defeated by a score of 6-3,7-6.1
believe their opponents were John
McEnroe and Boris Becker." Are
we really supposed to believe the
opponents were professional players? Or is he just trying to sugarcoat the fact that they lost?

He later states he was defeated
in singles play ("...a valiant effort...") by a player bearing resemblance to Peter Sampras and quote,
"...fell just a bit short as he was
edged out..." Since when is losing
6-2,6-3 a bit short? I think he really
wishes he was just a much better
player. I know there were times when
I wished I was a much better editor
(and student).
In the past, I have been accused
of being very pro-Greek. Yet, I am
confused by the lack of coverage of
the Greek system during the last few
semesters. If we look at the Greeks
as a whole, they are by far the largest
organization on campus. It might
help their image to note that some
very prominent alumni were Greek
members, too. For example, there
was no mention a few weeks ago
that A J . Muste, one of the most
famous Hope grads (he was on the
cover of Time Magazine), was a
member of the Fraternal Society.
And Robert Schuller, who will be
the commencement speaker this
spring, was a member of the
Arcadian Fraternity.
Finally, I would like to commend Guy Cheney '92 on an excellent letter to the editor puWished
inlastweek'sedition.Hemade some
very good points and even managed
to sign his name. He certainly shows
a great deal of maturity, something
all students—especially the
Greeks—should try to emulate.
Sincerely,
Brian Breen 489

Hard work
generates praise
for Model UN
Dear Editor,
We would like to take this
opportunity to thank all of the
Hope College students, faculty
and staff who worked so hard to
make the 20th annual Model I
United Nations a success.
We had approximately 1,000
high school students and faculty
on our campus last Friday. As a
result of talking with a number of
persons and observing sessions,
we're convince that they had
meaningful learning experiences
at a most important time of change
in international relations.
Such a result comes from a
lot of work by a lot of persons.
This letter is to let you know that
we very much appreciate such
work and recognize our dependence upon it. The very size of
the Model United Nations make
it impossible for us to write the
kind of personal thank yous we
would like to write. Please accept
this open expression of our
thanks.
While there might be disagreement regarding some specific issues on international affairs on campus, we like to think
that we agree on the need for
making people aware of issues.
Thanks to everyone for a job well
done.
Sincerely,
Chad Latsch, Michele Barkman
Co-Secretary-Generals
Jack E. Holmes
Faculty Advisor

Recruitment exposes discrimination by administration
This has been written in response to the recent defense made
by Provost Jacob Nyenhuis regarding the recruitment of the new Religion Prof.
It sickens me that this college
administration blatantly [practices]
any form of discrimination. Provost
Nyenhuis' defense of the policy invokes much anxiety inside of me
regarding Hope College as an "educational" institution.
The administration says that
"the professor that replaces Dr. Bruins should be rooted in and recognized within the RCA," and furthermore, "that this is justified given the
12S-year ties of the college to the
RCA and the college's stated goal to
maintain and strengthen ties with
the RCA."
Is this policy strengthening ties
with the RCA or cultivating institutional discrimination against other
religious sects? How strong of ties
do we need? What would stop the
maintenance of ties with the RCA?
Do we shudder and panic when we

here the word diversity or openmindedness?
I must remind the college that
although we are tied and associated
with the RCA, this does not mean
that we must shut out other viewpoints and perspectives. Because
religion is taught from a perspective, no matter what denomination
the professor is he or she will bring
their perspective (one perspective)
on these topics.
If this is what the administration calls a "liberal education" then
I think they should pick up a dictionary and look up the word liberal.
College is about learning new perspectives, learning what others feel
and have to say about other issues.
Learning is not one-sided as the
administration clearly views. The
administration cannot and should
not be allowed to keep the students
in a bubble type atmosphere protected from every perspective that is
different than the RCA. Let the
student decide. We are not children
anymore.

When the administration tells 4
me that "this is not the general policy,
and therefore we will not use this
policy that often when selecting '
future faculty." Well what is the *
policy then? How do I know that the
college does not use this discrimi- '
nating criteria when selecting other •
staff and personal? How many times,
is not "that often?" In what departments will they hold this too? Where '
is the Hope College "that does not
discriminate on the basis of race,
color, national and ethnic origin,'
sex, creed, or handicap..." Or the college that "complies with all legal
requirements prohibiting discrimi-1
nation in employment"
•
The least the administration
could do is take these statements off
the inside cover of the Hope College'
Official Catalog or if they keep it,
then add "although the previous is.
stated their may be times when the >
college deems it necessary to disregard all of the above."
Please don't assume that every'
student is ignorant,
Nicholas B. Drzal, *94.
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Guest Column
MASS
CONFUSION
MARLA V A N BAREN

Teaching
Violence
What do you do for fun and
excitement? Want a great new
party game? Try Russian
roulette. A Minnesota 16-year
old was goofing around with a
friend at a part-they were
shooting blanks at each other's
heads. There were two live
bullets in the gun, then there was
one. Timm Mathiowetz won't be
playing again.
Recently in Michigan, some
friends got together to play
Dungeons & Dragons. Now
there is one less player.
I heard of a case in Rorida
where a young boy, about six,
watched his best friend drown in
their swimming pool just to see
what it looked like to die.
Violence is everywhere,
especially on television, and
now more and more in our well
kept backyards.
American's watch around
1,000 hours of television per
person every year. During prime
time there are five to six acts of
violenceevery hour. But on
Saturday morning cartoons there
are 20-25 every hour, and eight
of 10 Saturday shows contain
violence.
Does this overindulgence on
violence somehow sanction
physical al?use a^ a way to deal
with troubles?

If not directly, it certainly
doesn't do much to stop it. In one
study 208 convicts were interviewed and nine out of 10 times
the prisoner had learned a new
crime trick while watching crime
programming. Four of 10 used
the new ideas.
Again and again, studies
have shown that after seeing
violence, people become more
aggressive. No, they don't go out
and kill their best friend, but this
aggression is acted out in small
and, sometimes, big ways.
Some argue that violent
programming serves as a
catharsis-a way to vent aggression. Others argue it is an
aggression button pusher.
By the time someone
graduates from high school, she
or he will have witnessed
100,000 violent acts and some
25,000 deaths on T.V. and in the
movie theatre. The cumulative
effects must do something to our
mentality.
People see so much violence
that it seems almost normal. The
violence we see is usually in the
context of an entertainment
program-death and pain are
entertaining, I guess. The news,
on the other hand, will not cross
their predetermined line and
show the gruesome effects of
actual violence. Thus, death and
violence aren't real, rather they
are made exciting by carefully
aimed camera angles and special
effects.
Since, people on T.V., on the
big screen and in video games
always come bouncing back to
life-pain and death obviously
have few side-effects.
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rest of us, those who quickly fell
into despair upon first hearing of his
condition.
Hope for a better life and for a
better future is what led many of our
forefathers to come to the United
States. That same hope of a life free
persecution for political, religious,
or other reasons is what leads many
people to the shores of North
America.
In Dante's Divi/ie Comedyy the
gate at the entrance to Hell is inscribed, "Abandon all hope, ye who
enter!" Hell is the absence of hope.
Hope is what it is thatkeeps us going
when all else is lost
So, Marlena, I think you should
change your tune. "It is when hope
is lost that we begin to die."

bers who have a million things to do,
and constantly have to deal with
every interest group out there.
DEEP
I have Greeks breathing down
my neck to cover more Greek events
THOUGHTS
(My apologies to Alan for not being
STEVE KAUKONEN able to fit the picture in this week's
issue); 1 have sports teams wondering why we have not written more
By golly, life is too darn short to stories on their particular sport; I
try to please every meddlesome have advertisers wondering where
moron who has an idea of how I their ads are; I have past editors
ought to be. Everyone can just leave complaining about our coverage,
me alone and stay out of my face. - content and editorial judgement; and
Calvin
everyone else's mother calling to
This little saying is from a find out when their son/daughter
Calvin and Hobbes cartoon pasted will be featured in the paper.
up on my study room wall. It pretty
"So is it worth it?" I ask myself.
much sums up my feelings right You bet it is. I love this job. The
now and I'm sure it also sums up the pressure. The stress. The deadlines.
feelings of many Hope students as The women. The lack of studying
spring break draws near.
and low class attendence due to The
It seems that everyone wants anchor.
our attention and wants us to jump
The enjoyment I get when I see
when they want us to, but unfortu- a student carrying around or reading
nately there is only so much of us to an anchor. It just kind of gives you
go around. We can only do so much, that warm fiizzy feeling you get
and after that, we go crazy.
when a close friend tells you that
For instance, along with many you are loved.
different things. The anchor is curBut I ask myself, why does Ryne
rently driving me insane, especially Sandberg get paid seven million
as spring break approaches. I have dollars a year to play a sport he
my regular million things to do, loves, while I get diddly (Check
along with dealing with staff mem- your nearest dictionary for spelling)

for bustin' my bum doing anchor
stuff?
Well, with this attitude I really
should consult my senior seminar
paper. The topic was Christians and
money and I basically said money is
not everything. I guess the seven
million will have to wait Of course,
I always dreamt of playing for the
Detroit Tigers.
Now that it is getting late and I
must soon be going, I would like to
sing "Happy Birthday" to my mom
who turns 'thirtysomething' tomorrow.
'Happy Birthday to you. Happy
Birthday to you. Happy Birthday,
dear Mommy. Happy Birthday to
you.'
Really, I want to take this moment to thank my mom for everything she has done for me. She is the
world's greatest mom. Even better
than June Cleaver. (Sorry, Beav'.)
Thanks, Mom.
Well, I'm sure many of you
must be getting off to sun your buns
on the beach, so 111 be going now.
Psych, I'm baaaack. (Check
dictionary for spelling of 'psych.')
I wish everyone to have a wonderful, fun-filled and safe spring
break.
P.S. Thanks, Polly.

Yesterday Marlena told Shane,
"It's the hope that kills you."
Well, Marlena, some people
have nothing but hope.
When my mother and grandmother fled Riga, Latvia, on September 30, 1944 (at 6 pm in the
rain), they left with little more than
the hope that they would be safe
from the honors of the war in Germany.
When little Inara came with her
mother to Ada, Ohio, she had little
more than the hope that someday
her life would be as it had been back
home, that the family who was to

Meandering mind

CLASSIFIEDS

ROOMMATES NEEDED—Two sr.
women need two jr./sr. women to
share Parkview Apt. next year.
Nonsmokers-studiers-preferably in
the sciences-Call LINDA at x3870
orx7516.

niimn< THE SUPERSTORE FOR
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take them in would be kind and
caring.
This summer I worked with
physically handicapped children.
The ones that could not walk, the
ones who had not yet had the mobilizing, extensive surgeiy, were filled
with the hope that one day, they too
would be freed from the confines of
their wheelchairs.
That hope led them to try, time
after time, to walk in the weightlessness of the water of the swimming pool.
When my friend Brian was
dying of brain cancer, he was filled
with hope and joy and the celebration of life. That hope kept him alive
for as long as he did live. His
incredible hope even spread to the

by Erika Bnibaker
features editor

RENTERS NEEDED-May through
August (with option to stay longer)
in Grandville. Two bedrooms, two
bathrooms. Great price, new carpet.
Contact DeAnne at 530-0736.

&

m

Hope vital to survival of human race

adidasw

Coaches
Lakeway Shopping Center
11975 E. Lakewood, Holland (616)396-2033

ROOMMATE NEEDED-One female roommate needed to share 2
bedrm. upper apt. $160/mo. + utilities. Located at Columbia & 14th.
May '92-'93 or Summer/School
year. 392-2056.

TWO WOMEN going to Chicago
next fall need to find a place to live
next spring. If you are going to be
off campus in the soring of '93 and
would be willing to let us have your
spots in an apartment/cottage when
you leave, please call x4146 and ask
forAmxorJfiQ. Don'tmake us spend
the last semester of our senior year
living on the streets, GIVE US A
CALL!!!

CONGRATULATIONS to the new
Red Hot Sigma actives!

Meg-I didn't get the poster yet! Cyn.

HEY NASTY! How's Europe
treating you?! Lab (ie. my world) is
about the same. Sleep is a waste of
time! Fantasia was great! And I
may go to Illinois for Sp. Break. I
promise to write soon! Have fun!
Don't stress too much! Love, Vicious.

DEAR KAPPACHI PLEDGES, On
behalf of the Kappa Delta Chi Sorority, we would like to formally
apologize for the way in which we
treated you during pledging. We
understand it is wrong to treat people
so insensitively. As you now are our
beloved sisters, we hope you can put
that behind you and consider us your
dearest friends. Sincerely, The
Kappa Delta Chi Pledge Committee.

ARE YOU doing your best for the
environment? Participate in EcoOlympics.
. ^IIIT„„ „ „
J. CHUCK G A R Y F I N G E R vongrats. ou are such a nice guy!
-Cyn.

CONGRATULATIONS to all the
newKappaDeltaChiActives! Elise
Abemethy, Kristen Dalman, Monica
Davis, Gudrun Day, Rachel Moore,
Karen Thomas, Jean Zitta. Love,
Your KX sisters.

THINK GREEN!--Implement any
yOU ^
0 f t 0 reduce
c o n s u m p t i o n of energy and water.

BUY & SELL-Used paper back
books and Nintendo games. Books
on tape also for rent. Center Aisle
Books, etc. 77 East 8th St., 3938090.

NEED PAPERS PROFESSIONALLY TYPED? 399-5778 after
RECYCLE and help your residence 4:30. Reasonable rates.
hall or cottage win $150 or $75!!

FEATURES

Art prof Del Michel designs Tulip
by Erika Bnibaker
features editor
Art professor Del Michel was
commissioned last fall to design this
year's Tulip Time poster.
The poster is filled with bright
colors and unusual textures. Posters
in past years have had more pastel
colors and more realistic renditions
of the tulip, but Michel decided to
break out of the mold and try
something new and more fun.
4
They came to me in the fall
and asked me if I would be willing to
do it. So I told them I would work up
some designs and submit them for
approval. I worked up the one design
in the regular format and they accepted it. It was done very quickly.
"The thing I think they're interested in, and the thing I'm interested in, is variety. Because when
you're limited to a tulip, there are
only so many ways that you can
render it I was trying to find a different way, a way that had not been
done before, because I think there
needs to be variety."
Although some of the tulips on
the new poster actually do look like
tulips, some of them are just rectangular blocks of color, and others are
more impressionistic.

Michel explained, "It's a collage. It's in segments,..36rectangles.
They are on a collage of cardboard
cutouts, and then I added some
stencils and some paint to give it a
high texture. I wasn't sure that it
would actually print, but they felt it
would, and it did. The print came
out so it shows the texture."
The poster is an important part
of Tulip Time, since it is circulated
on promotional literature that is sent
all over the world.
Michel explained, "I used
symbols of tulips. They are simplified, stylized shapes of various kinds
of tulips, in different colors. I wanted
to have something that would attract
the attention of the viewers. And
also to capture the festive quality of
Tulip Time."
Michel added that the poster, in
effect, simulates a bed of tulips.
With its bright colors and tulip
shapes, the poster enables the viewer
to picture vividly not only tulips, but
also other aspects of Tulip Time,
like the Klompen dancers, the fireworks, and the bright festival colors.
"When I look at a bed of tulips,
the thing that impresses me is the
variety of color, and so I wanted to
achieve that kind of variety," Michel
explained.

Over the years, Michel has experimented with many ways of expressing his artistic creativity. In
past years, when he was asked to
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Del Michel
design the poster, Michel declined
because he felt that the media he
was working with was not wellsuited for the poster. This year,
however, the materials that he has
been working with were readily
adapted to the poster design.
"I've been doing some assemblage paintings, archaeological
paintings...architectural paintings.
They are segmented, with the rectangular shapes, and I thought that
would lend itself to this kind of

Ex-football star sets sights on physical therapy

Japanese 'professional' student
indecisive on future plans
After tearing his Achilles tensocial welfare in Japan. Here at
Hope, he is majoring in sociology. don this fall in an intramural footHis original plan was to go to Hope ball accident, Matsumuro has given
to touch up on his English skills, and more thought to the idea of becoming
On July 21, 1989, Junichiro then go on to graduate school to a physical therapist In his letter, he
Matsumuro came to the United study international relations. Since wrote, "I might not be able to play
States. His goal: to graduate from an arriving at Hope, however, football, but I can assist other
American college.
Matsumuro has changed his plans people's physical conditioning."
Although he had already and is now considering becoming a
"Before, I wanted to study about
graduated from Doshisha Univer- physical therapist.
international relations. My father
sity in Kyoto, Japan, he wanted to
When hefirstsettled in theU.S., told me that I know nothing but
continue his education so that he Matsumuro lived in San Diego. He football, so I should look around the
could one day go into international found the warm weather to be a world or something.Jast Septemrelations.
deterrent to studying. One of the ber I tore my Achilles tendon. ...
Matsumuro had an interest in reasons that he then decided to come Now I am thinking of studying
sports throughout
physical therapy...
his high school and
I like to help
college years in
people."
Japan. He played
Matsumuro
football for three
commented on the
years in high
social life at Boyd
"Here
at
Hope,
school and for four
Cottage, where he
the winters are is currently residyears in college. In
fact, his football
ing.
"Steve
cold, and
skills helped him
professors help Kaukonen ('92) is
get into college in
a good rapper. We
me a lot. These took his video. He
Japan.
After arriving
did rap here. He's
are perfect
at Hope, however,
a good guy. Scott
conditions
for
he did not try out
[Runyon ('93)],
studying/'
for the football
he's a good guy,
team. He had not
too."
—Juni
M
a
t
s
u
m
u
r
o
played football at
In Japan, the
all since arriving in
students study the
the U.S., and felt
same subjects all
he was too out of
year, but they
shape to try out
study a number of
This
is
classes in a week.
Matsumuro's second year at Hope. to Hope is its small size. There are Their grading period comes only at
Last year, when he went to the other reasons as well: in a letter the end of the year. "It's hard to
Homecoming football game, he home to his father, he wrote, "Here study, because 15 subjects in one
thought that "if it's possible, I want at Hope, the winters are cold, and week, and the same subjects all year.
to see a Japanese college [play] professors help me a lot. These are It's hard to know what's going on.
against Hope's football [team]...the perfect conditions for studying."
People do not care much."
number one ranked college team,
Matsumuro explained that for
A self-styled "free-thinker,"
against Hope; they might beat many Japanese college students, the Matsumuro also describes himself
Hope." The problem, as Matsumuro difficulty lies in passing the entrance as a professional student." He has
sees it, lies in the size of the Ameri- exams to get into college, rather been learning about and appreciatcan football player.
than in passing the exams that one ing several different religions, inOn the way to achieving his takes while in college. Since exams cluding Mormon and Christian. He
then-goal of work in international are only twice a year, many students likes to be able to make his own
relations, Matsumuro majored in study only for these exams.
choices.
Erika Bmbaker
features editor
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poster." Michel's studio is literally
covered with his work: abstract
paintings cover all walls and mansized sculptures dominate the room,
with scraps and remnants littering
the floor.
Michel has been on the faculty
at Hope since 1964. With the exception of some sabbaticals and leaves,
Michel has spent all of that time in
Holland. "I was attracted to the environment, as well as the college. I
found that [the college] in itself was
an inspiration for my work..
"I guess Tulip Time is part of
the inspiration. The thing 1 enjoy
most about it is the color and the
costume and the flowers...those aspects of spring 1 find very inspirational. [The] changing of the seasons."
"The one constant thing that I
think runs through all of my works
is a response to my environment,
whether it is natural environment—
the dunes...the kind of landscape
that 1 see. But also included in the
notion of environment is a cultural
environment The architecture of
various cultures, the symbols of the
culture, whether they are symbols
that I find at archaeological museums, or the folk art, or even folk
costume... All of these things are
cultural symbols of the people."

Much 61 Michel's art is abstract "I abstract [my work] from
observation of nature. Using the
symbols of tulips, rather than representing the tulip, is in itself an abstraction. The symbol becomes an
abstraction of the actual tulip."
He also abstracts from landscape or from architecture, always
making references to the piece he
abstracts from. "I'm also, in a sense,
abstracting from my feelings or
emotions."
Michel's positive feelings about
Tulip Time shine through in the
poster. 'The reason I was pleased to
do it is because I recognize that
Tulip Time is important to this community for a variety of reasons. It's
a time when the focus is on our
community, and people tend to be at
their best. The lawns are mowed, the
tulips are up. People, I think, for the
most part, greet visitors with graciousness. In that sense I think it
brings out the best in the community."
In addition to his Tulip Time
design, Michel will have a show of
paintings and sculpture at the Water
Street Gallery in Saugatuck in July.
He also has shows in Grand Rapids,
Detroit, Chicago, Denver, and is
currently arranging a show in Seattle.

Black Coalition educates
students about heritage!
plained, "Some of our members
will take part in things, and they
can pick and choose [which ones
The Black Coalition cel- they will attend]."
The group arranges for a
ebrates its 25th anniversary this
number of diverse events during
year.
The Black Coalition was the year.
The group is planning on
founded in 1961 as a political organization, but now has an educa- having a soul-food dinner, a fashtional goal of introducing people ion show, and a dance, all in April.
Walton said that since its
to black culture.
Chaquita Walton ('94), the foundation, the Black Coalition has
group's President of Operations, become more Afro-Centric. Its
explained that the Black Coalition members are trying to focus on the
is open to all students at Hope, no African descendance of blacks livmatter what their skin color may ing in America. The Black Coaliton
be. Anyone who is interested in is tied directly to black culture.
The Black Coalition is also
black history and culture and its
, trying to instill
preservation
pride in blacks.
can be inOne of the mesvolved. Being
"We want to make
sages of the
black is not a
sure
that
black
Black Coalition
prerequisite for
students at Hope
is that being
membership in
the group.
black is not
have a base. You
shameful. The
The Black
know, it's easy to
Coalition
is
Coalition is
get
lost
when
you
proving
to
concerned with
people
the
black students
are a minority."
beauty of being
on campus. One
—Chaquita Walton
goal of the
black and the
beauty of the
Black Coalition
is to help black students receive
black culture.
The Black Coalition is also
the same treatment as other Hope
students. They are not an isolated doing historical research. It is trygroup of people, and do not want ing to find information about its
to be treated as such.
own founders as well as the roots
Walton commented, "We of black culture. As Alex Haley
want to make sure that black stu- once said, "Where are you going if
dents at Hope have a base. You you don't know where you came
know, it's easy to get lost when from?"
you are a minority. Besides, if
This February the Black Coapeople want to know something lition had a reason to question its
about the black culture, they can place at Hope. Every year, the
come to us."
Black Coalition sponsors a Gospel
The Black Coalition at Hope Festival. This year, unfortunately,
centers around a core group of 20 the big home Hope-Calvin game
to 25 people, who take part in was scheduled to be at the same
several activities throughout the time.
year.
The Black Coalition strives to*
The members of the Coali- ward educating blacks andwhite
tion are not required to participate alike about the African-•Americar
in all of the activities. Walton ex- heritage and pride.

by Masha Mazurik
staff writer- •
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overcomes

in Tournament

some tough breaks this year, and the appreciatively. After exchanging
feeling was that it was time to turn leads for a few minutes, Calvin took
the tables on Calvin. This game was the lead for good 33-32 on a Steve
to provide no climactic storybook Hondred basket.
After beating Wittenberg Uni- ending for the Dutchmen.
With Wade Gugino on the
versity Thursday night by the score
In one of the best games ever bench with three fouls as the half
of76-60 in the preliminary round of played between Hope and Calvin, was winding down, Calvin went
the NCAA tournament, the Hope the Knights provided no doubt that ahead 41-33 and looked to open
College men's basketball team knew they are the nation's best team as things up, but Hope fought back and
it would have to play even better to they responded to every Hope found themselves down only by three
beat the nation' s # 1 ranked Division challenge. Mike Lefebre, from Hol- points heading into the locker room
III team.
land Christian, lit the Dutchmen up (41-38).
"We are going to have to play for 28 points and sparked Calvin to
In the first half both teams shot
the best game of the year to beat their 27th win of the season.
a blazing 55 percent from the floor,
Calvin," stated a concerned Glenn
The first five minutes of the and the second half was to be no
Van Wieren io the players on the six game was some of the most exciting different. Chris Knoester, Steve
hour bus ride back bom Ohio. After and intense of the season as Calvin Hondred, and Mike Lefebre conthe coach spoke with the team, the shot out to a 12-4 lead missing only tinued to heat things up for Calvin as
bus ride home took on a sense of one shot during the run. Hope re- the lead went up by as much as
anticipation for the upcoming match- sponded with a 10 point run of their seven points early in the second
up. Hope basketball had experienced own and the Hope crowd responded half, but Tom Halbert playing one
by Jon Joffe
staff writer

of the best games of his career at
Hope scored 22 points in the second
half to close the gap to 63-59 with
9:30 left in the game.
With Gugino out with his fourth
foul, the Dutchmen turned to seniors
Colly Carlson and Bart VerHulst to
keep the game close. Carlson finished with 20 points despite great
defensive pressure and VerHulst finish with 12 points.
With five minutes to go Hope
trailed 71-67 and looked to make a
comeback, but Calvin would simply
not allow the Dutchmen to get any
closer then four points for the remainder of the game.
In the last two minutes Hope
was forced to attempt three pointers
and foul Calvin players hoping that
they would miss their free throw

attempt, but Calvin did not miss and
time ran out for the Dutchmen.
Gugino's 18 total points pushed
him past Eric Elliot, fourth on the
All-time scoring list. Tom Halbert
finished with 24 points for the
Dutchmen and Jeff DeMasse added
12 points. For the game Calvin shot
58 percent from thefloorwhile Hope
shot 50 percent.
Hope played an outstanding
game, but Calvin played an even
better game. Next year the Flying
Dutchmen will be without seniors
Colly Carlson, Eric Hass, Jon Joffe,
Bart Verhulst, Tom Halbert, and
Wade Gugino.
The fan support was as usual,
phenomenal, and the basketball team
would like to express it's gratitude
for your support.

Tennis team strikes sour note in loss to U.C.
by Scott Bishop
staff writer
The University of Chicago (UC)
beat out a win in 6-3 time Saturday
at the Holland Tennis Club, denying
the Hope men's tennis team their
first victory of the season in match
with a decidedly musical theme.
At number one singles Cal
"Hammer Time" Hodgson did his
best to pound his opponent into submission wi^h an ppbeat, danceable
style, combining rocketing serves
with some long distance heat from
the baseline. •,
However,, UC's Graham
Forman, who should consider a career as a surgeon, combined just that
kind of precision with enough lucky
shots to win 6-4,6-2.
Hope's John Van Weiren attempted to drum out a steady rhythm
from the baseline at number two
singles, but Chicago's Yannick
"Noah" Ergas responded with an
overture of winners and won 6-2,60.
Number three singles went
much the same way, despite an effort from Hope's Todd "Jungling
Love" Jungling to rally in the second

set and send the fans into a frenzy
reminiscent of a Gun's and Roses
concert. He fell toUC's Marc Lemer,
6-0,6-3.
Steve Gomo grabbed one of
Hope's victories at number four
singles, sending Chicago's Brad
Person down to defeat, 6-4, 7-6.
The aftermath of this match was
particularly interesting, as Person
admitted he was the inspiration for
Aretha Franklin's politically correct
but rather androgenous hit, "You
Make Me Feel Like a Natural Person."
At number five singles Kevin
Bobofchak ('94) boogied to a second
win for Hope, outlasting Norman
Yung 3-6,7-6,6-4, in a match lasting
slightly longer than a Bruce
Springsteen benefit concert.
It was a different story at number
six singles as Hope's John Lillie fell
to Brian Boyd in a match lasting
only slightly longer than the short
version of Led Zeppelin' s "Stairway
to Heaven." Boyd took a 6-4,6-4
win.
Hodgson and Jungling battled
gamely at number one doubles, but
succumbed to Forman and Lemer.
UC responded to Hope's attempts to
force the match into an industrial-

ized rap beat with accurate passing
shots, slowing the pace to a relative
waltz and winning 6-4,6-4.
At number two doubles, Hope
parlayed sharp volleying by Gomo
and some forehand bombs from Van
Weiren into a big comeback, rallying form 1 4 in the second set to win
it 7-6 and force a deciding third set.
In the end, however, their comeback
was something like the recent Who
reunion tour, showing some promise but fizzling in the end, and
Chicago's Ergas and Person
snatched a 6-4,6-7,6-0 victory.
Bobofchak and Lillie took
Hope' s third win of the day at number
three doubles, 7-6, 6-4. They defeated U C ' s Boyd and Sunny
"Bono" Young.
The loss to Chicago dropped
the Hope tennis team to 0-3 on the
season, but the rhythm promises to
quicken when they resume matches
after spring break. Team Captain
Hodgson assures that the players
have now fully tuned their instruments and, much like the Blues
Brothers, the band is getting back
together.
Their next concen, excuse me,
match, is March 28 at home against
Aquinas.

Photo by Rich Blair

T O D D J U N G L I N G w a i t s for partner's return during
Saturday's match.

SPORTS COLUMN

CAL
HODGSON
TAKES A
LOOK AT
SPORTS
Hello. My name is Cal. I'll be your
sports writer for today.
I'm not sure how to write a column, but
an overwhelming number of letters have
come in requesting that I write one (Thanks
Mom).
Well, since this is the sports page, I
reckon I'll write about sports. Let's start
with the pros.
NBA - Dennis Rodman had 34 rebounds last
Wednesday night against the Pacers. Are
you serious? I don't even care for the
Pistons, but that's freaking incredible.
Trivial Pursuit tip: The last time anyone
had that many rebounds was four years ago
when Charles Oakly (Then with the Bulls)
had 35.
The playoff picture is shaping up to
look like this:
Da Bulls are hot, the Lakers are not.
Detroit is hanging tough, and the Kings

have had enough. The J azz and the Blazers are
leading their divisions, while the Magic and
Hornets could use a few revisions. The Spurs,
the Warriors, and Suns are sitting pretty, but
the Dallas Mavericks are really quite
bad(fooled ya).
Major League Baseball: Can you believe
spring training has already started? It seems
like just yesterday when the Braves were
getting cheated out of the World Series.
Baseball players are making over five
million dollars a year now. I guess it's just a
way to combine America's two favorite pastimes.
I can just imagine a conversation between
passing players after an inning.
"Pardon me. But would you happen to
have some Grey Poupon."
"But of course."
I realize, of course, that this sort of behavior is preposterous. I mean who ever heard
of putting mustard on chewing tobacco.
NHL - 1 know nothing about hockey.
O.K. that's enough of the pros. Let's look
into athletes with amateur status now.
The Winter Olympics in France showed once
again that the United States is inferior in many
important Nordic events such as the biathlon.
Biathlon - Excuse me, but where did the
biathlon come from? This is an event that

combines cross country skiing with rifle
shooting.
Did this evolve from the ancient native hunting
ritual of tying sticks to one's feet and then
hurling rocks at their prey.
Perhaps, American's would do better if
this event was changed to something more
practical, like drive by shootings. The team
from East L.A. is currently ranked number
one in the world.
Skiing - How could we lose the skiing events?
Unless the guys and girls on the Mountain
Dew commercials aren't American, we've
got the greatest skiers in the world.
Hockey -1 still know nothing about hockey.
Bobsledding - This sport gets it's name from
it's American founder, Steve Sled. After
spending about as much money on equipment
as it would take to feed a small country to train
our bobsledders, they lost. Badly.
Note: After failing in football and being
kicked off the bobsledding team, Herschel
Walker will be teaming up with football and
baseballflunky5 o Jackson to form the world's
most intimidating ping pong tandem for the
summer Olympics.
Figure Skating - Controversy continues to
surround the men's figure skating team. After
the Olympics, they got into a knock down
drag out brawl with a couple of hooligans

claiming that figure skating wasn't a real
sport The three sixth graders were arrested
and charged with assault and battery.
College Basketball - March madness just
on the horizon. Duke is looking tough, and
should get a number one seed. Kansas is
playing well too and should also get a
number one seed.
N.C. State however, is having shooting problems, and couldn't hit the broad
side ofa bam ifit was falling on them. They
will not even be invited to the NCAA
tournament this year.
Of course they could win the ACC
tournament and get an automatic bid.
Shyeah. And monkeys might fly out of
my butt.
On a lighter note, UNLV couldn't get
into the NCAA toumament even if they
bribed the toumament officials with all the
money they were using to pay their players.
For the last two years I have picked
LSU to win the NCAA tourney. Each year
they have bowed out early. As much as I
hale to lose three bucks every lime I enter
a pool, 1 am picking them again this year.
Shaquille O'Neil will rise to fulfill his
destiny as an NCAA champion. He will not
let his team lose. You read it here first. But
if they do lose, I was just kidding.
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College and community meet to discuss local problems
the crime and discuss what is being
done about it.
The community also raised
concerns about the off-campus parties. Some people said that some
Hope students do not seem to respect their neighbors. Although most
members of the community say that
improvements have been made in
the last year, more improvements
are necessary.
Upcoming community events
were also discussed, but tliere is no
set date for the next Neighborhood
Watch. Werkman says the Watch
meets whenever the community
needs one. The last one was held a
month and a half ago and Werkman

by Beth Paterik
staff writer
Members of the Hope and Holland communities got together at
Lincoln Elementary School for the
Neighborhood Watch meeting
March 2 in order to discuss problems
in the area.
Tom Werkman, Student Congress President, was at the meeting.
He says this is the first Watch students were allowed to come to. At
the meeting members of the community brought up security concerns.
The Chief of Police was at the
Neighborhood Watch to talk about

says there probably will not be another one until the next school year.
Werkman says he hopes to have
at least one member of Student Congress representing Hope College at
future Neighborhood Watch meetings.
He says, "We want to keep the
channels of communication open
between Hope College and the
community."
About 30 members of the community attended this Watch to speak
up and vent their frustrations.
Werkman says that although
nothing was really resolved people
feh better after discussing their concerns.

Elections

Concerned

Continued from pg 3

r

interested you will gain a lot of
valuable experience and rewards."
She continued, "I would like to
encourage every one tostart thinking
about running for one of these positions because it adds to the Hope
College experience and we would
really like to see a good turnout of
students."
The actual elections will take
place April 16 at tables located
outside Phelps, Maas Conference
Room, and DeWitt lobby.
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Jewish parents complained that
District, said he didn't think the their children were frightened and
speech was "well-balanced" but also bewildered by the student'sremaiks.
didn'tbelieve thechilddid"anything They also worried it would make
intentional to portray Hitler as any- non-Jewish students sympathetic
toward Hitler.
thing other than inhuman."
But another parent, who spoke
Seaver said he was hesitant
about banning controversial subjects on condition of anonymity, combutaddedthatschoolofficials should plained that school officials were
have a say over the content of stu- giving too much time to the Jewish
perspective.
dents' speeches.
He said he feared Mrs.
Hal Vick, executive director of
the teachers union in the district, Firestone would not talk about Nazi
atrocities against non-Jews.
condemned the new policy.
"The district needs a policy on
"It's too one-sided. Ultimately
how todeal with controversial issues, it's the kids that are being used as
but the answer is not for a blanket the forum, the vehicle. The parents
ban on negative historical figures," should be discussing this but the
he said. "You can't sugarcoat his- kids should go and play," he said.
tory"
"We're being Holocausted."

The Kletz wishes all
students a
fun-filled and safe
spring break!

Pregnancy?
Birth Control?
Sexually
Transmitted
Diseases?
AIDS?

Kletz spring break hours of operation;

CaUThe
Hope College
Health Clinic

Council Travd

Thurs. March 12 7:30 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Fri. March 13 7:30 a.m. to 3:30 p.m.

X7585

Sat. & Sun. March 14-15 closed

Confidential counseling
and
Free pregnane]/ testing

Mon.-Fri. March 16-20 7:30-3:30

I S O S UrvvmJt/Avenue STESOe
Am M x * , Ml 48104

Call for a FREE 1992
student travel c a t a l o s !

Continued from pg. 2
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•Fares areroundtrip from Detroit T i a d must
begin by the 31st of March. Fares d o not
noude toces. teXettem apply.

313-998-0900

Holocaust

Sat. & Sun. March 21-22 closed
Mon, March 23 resume regular hours
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COUPON
Free Kletz cup refill
with any purchase

1

o f $ l o r m o r e . EXP.3-31-92
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Come See

Most people join greek organizations
for different reasons.
Yet, we're not like most people.
We've been this way for 158 year?.
And our members join for one very simple reason -

Student discounts
Located close to campus
Newly redecorated one and two
bedroom apartments
Different roommate styles available

Brotherhood.
Congratulations for the 'Few and Chosen'.
Jon Chrysler
William Cochran
Brent Docre
Kip Doezema
Jeffrey Hoekstra
Chet Inglis

(616) 396-2400
791 E. 16th • Holland, Michigan 49423
Across from Meiiers
&

EQUAL HOUSrv*, OPP~»RTMS7^V

Michael Knott
Matthew Lee
Brad Pagratis
Blake Richards
Walter Ruf
Richard Wiitgen
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Friendship • Love • Truth
1834-1992

